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The old saying goes something like this: That shiny new computer you just bought is obsolete the second you take it out of the box. Well, there might be some truth to it. Our modern electronics might actually be built to break.By Beth BrindleTouch-screen interfaces are everywhere -- most smartphones and tablets use them today. See interesting facts
and graphics on how touch screens work.In the early years of home computing, buying a machine was a huge investment. Many models sank, but these 10 broke sales records and gave many of us our first glimpse at the digital world. Did your favorite computer make the cut?By Wesley FenlonComputers run our modern lives, but how many of us
actually know how these everyday machines are made? We'll take a peek at the parts and processes that create the digital tools we can't live without.By Nathan ChandlerWhen it comes to the business of building supercomputers, taller equals smaller and cooler means faster, and these 10 players have gotten really good at it. Get to know them before
they're replaced by someone new.By Eric SeegerDoes the name Sequoia ring a bell with you? How about Mira, or Tianhe-2? If you're not up on the latest supercomputer news, those words may mean nothing, but they're major players when it comes to petaflops.By Wesley Fenlon & Bernadette JohnsonWith a global shortage of capable programmers,
the Raspberry Pi may be the device that gets us back to computing basics. And that's a very good thing. Did we mention it only costs about $25?By Bernadette JohnsonWithout hardware, even the best software ever created is useless. What components do you need to have assembled before you can boot up and start clicking?By Wesley FenlonToday's
mobile, sleek computers have come a long way since their comparatively clunky predecessors first debuted. Given how fast technology evolves, is there a way to protect your PC from becoming obsolete?By Kate KershnerPersonal computers are now so small that you can fit an entire machine onto one circuit board. How do these little machines work,
and what are they giving up for the sake of their miniature size?By Jonathan StricklandWithout heat sinks, today's high-tech computers couldn't run at the speeds they do. At least not without completely overheating, which could potentially destroy your entire system. But what exactly is a heat sink and how does it work to keep your computer cool?By
Robert HartleNetbooks are ultra-portable computers that are even smaller than traditional laptops. They're all the rage right now, but can they overcome their shortcomings to become a mainstay of the portable computer market?By Nathan ChandlerYour computer's casing encloses some pretty toxic stuff. If you were to pick through its innards, you'd
expose yourself to a whole bevy of chemicals. So how do you stay safe when you power up?By Cristen Conger
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